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Transcendence and Technology in  William Gibson’s Neuromancer

	“Where do we go from here?” Case asks near the conclusion of William Gibson’s novel Neuromancer (259). One answer suggested throughout most of the narrative is nowhere. True, geographically we are whisked around the urban centers of Earth in the near future, Chiba City, the Sprawl, Istanbul, and then to the orbital pleasure domes and corporate stronghold of Freeside and Straylight. The kind of movement to which I am referring is not overtly physical, though. Neuromancer articulates a motion inward, its attention focused upon subtle interiors; it is implosive rather than expansive, choosing to examine how technology affects the universe of self, individual consciousness, rather than the universe at large (Csicsery 188). 
	Every human character in the novel remains psychologically static, wired into a predetermined behavior pattern, a seemingly inescapable identity. Human characters seem unaware or incapable of forming or reforming an individual, provisional, less than absolute notion of self. Wintermute, an Artificial Intelligence, a computer, however, acknowledges and attempts to transcend itself. The boundaries between humanity and the machines it produces are blurred. Old paradigms of self, of identity seem obsolete. The character who possesses the greatest capacity for change in the novel is a machine. This is neither an indictment of humanity nor an endorsement of technology. Instead, the novel remains steadfastly ambivalent toward what Gibson himself calls “the very mixed blessings of technology” (Interview 274). 
	The novel asks us to consider the issue of individual identity apart from physical human existence, within a technological framework. Technology, as the fundamental force of change within Gibson’s world and society today, is a phenomenon unknown to previous generations. With this increasingly sophisticated technology, with the ability to remake the world and ourselves, Case’s question resonates self consciously: where do we go from here? Neuromancer presents technology in an accelerating culture as a potent force capable of facilitating escape, immersion, destruction, and even transcendence of self without glamorizing or demonizing technology itself. Perhaps, in this manner, Gibson is able to posit more than one viable answer to this paralyzing (peculiarly postmodern) question.
	As the gap between present and future grows smaller and becomes difficult to discern, people and machines overlap and, in some cases, are indistinct or interchangeable.  “If we move even ‘twenty minutes into the future (a la Max Headroom [1985]),” as Larry McCaffrey states, “we will encounter a world...unimaginably transformed...” (9). In this environment, where “whole bodies of technique” are “supplanted monthly”, the soft flesh of the human body becomes “a deliberately unsupervised playground for technology itself” (Neuromancer 4,11).  Some cybernetic implants, Molly’s mirrorshaded eyes, her retractable razor claws, the brain sockets built to accept microsofts, software allowing instant access to and mastery of entire worlds of knowledge and skills, offer the promise of heightened, seemingly superhuman, physical and/or mental abilities. Such prosthetics seek to exploit or enhance a person’s connection to the physical world by placing that person in a position of power, of dominance, over ordinary unequipped mortals. 
	These prosthetics convey an aesthetic statement which reinforces technological dominance, while undermining the importance of the individual. It is an aesthetic concerned primarily with concealment through the projection of a surface reality. Plastic surgery is ubiquitous in Gibson’s world. Physical enhancements consciously evoke and hide behind the mask of fashion, “the routine beauty of the cosmetic boutiques” (Neuromancer 45). Ironically, this sense of style is achieved to such a degree of perfection through the aid of technology that the “calculated impressions” provoked deny individuals a unique or even human identity (Neuromancer 195). “They looked to Case like machines built for racing” (Neuromancer 128). Any independent  concept of self seems to be subsumed by this collective sense of style.
	 Molly’s inset mirrorshades provide a potent metaphoric example. As Samuel R. Delany states, the mirrorshades “both mask the gaze and distort the gaze...they displace the gaze of the reader who must always look at himself or herself any time she or he seeks to find the origin of the gaze. All you find is yourself” (171-2). Such implants forestall or replace self referential debate; the exterior is emphasized and the interior is ignored or hidden from view. 
	Molly does not question her decisions or motives because she believes she is hardwired to act and react in a predetermined manner beyond her control. “‘I’m an easy make.’ She smiled. ‘Anybody good at what they do, that’s what they are, right?’” (Neuromancer 50). Some critics like George Slusser insist that so much attention to surface detail (on the part of the author and the characters) belies any coherent interest in or concern with content. “Images have been condensed, sharpened, creating an optical surface...no longer capable of connecting to form the figurative space of mythos and story” (334). Molly, however, seems to suggest explicitly that surface may, in fact, be content (Hollinger 212-3). She accepts her identity on the basis of the facts available. By giving her physical dominance, her implants are a kind of self fulfilling prophecy; they reinforce the notion that she is born for combat. She does not want to, in fact she believes she cannot, be anything more than what she is. Her limits are preset, fixed. She is unable to form lasting intimate relations, claiming that it “‘takes the edge off my game...It’s the way I’m wired I guess’” (267). Her prosthetics are thus not only an essential part of her identity, they have, in many ways, become her identity. Without them, she lacks the ability for adequate self expression. The self becomes fused to and absolutely dependent upon technology. Though Samuel R. Delany does point out that “some prosthetic relationships are deadly- like the sacks of poison that are going to melt and kill Case”, the process of hybridization, of technological enhancement, in general has an equally definite and deleterious impact upon individual identity (172).
	Technology also provides a method of considering the self apart from physical concerns in cyberspace. Case adopts “a certain relaxed contempt for the flesh... The body was meat. ” (Neuromancer 6).  Case feels imprisoned by the same physical existence to which Molly’s identity is inextricably bound. Case’s fundamental notion of self is no less technologically contrived, however. He yearns to project “his disembodied consciousness into the consensual hallucination that was the matrix”(Neuromancer 5). Cyberspace is a source of freedom, of release from the mundane concerns of meat. Technology provides him with a distanced but not a dispassionate existence, “totally engaged but set apart from it all, and all around...the dance of biz” (Neuromancer 16). 
	Ironically, Case tries to divorce himself from his body in order to feel something. “In Gibson’s world, human beings have nothing left but thrill” (Csicsery 191). Each human character is fundamentally defined by how they pursue and acquire intense sensual experiences. Thrill becomes a surrogate form of “affection, reflection, and care” (Csicsery 192). Marie-France’s ultimate goal in creating the Artificial Intelligences Wintermute and Neuromancer was to bring about  “a state involving very little in the way of individual consciousness...Animal bliss” (Neuromancer 217). Cases embodies this same desire for awareness without thought. Though not as grand in scope, Case’s connection to the matrix is described in overtly physical (the matrix reminding him of linking proteins), even sexual, terms. “His orgasm,...a vastness like the matrix, where faces were shredded and blown away down hurricane corridors, and her inner thighs were strong and wet against his hips” (Neuromancer 33). 
	Cyberspace, as a “blurred, fragmented mandala of visual information”, “engulfs the subject with undescribable vividness, a materiality of perception properly overwhelming” (Neuromancer 52; Jameson 223). Case’s sense of his own distinct undeniably physical identity is overwhelmed by the technological consensus of cyberspace. When Neuromancer offers him the chance to live a completely virtual existence with his dead lover Linda Lee, he does reject it; yet Case ultimately acquiesces to the notion of a fixed, technologically determined, existence not unlike Molly. “This was it. This was what he was, who he was, his being. He forgot to eat” (Neuromancer 59). Cyberspace itself offers addictive pseudo-vicarious stimulation more potent than any chemical narcotic.
	The barrage of random chaotic images, seemingly designed to obfuscate or confuse, delivered by cyberspace may be involved in promoting technological addiction over singular notions of self.  As Frederick Jameson suggests, 
		“The omnipresence of pastiche is...not incompatible 
		with a certain humor (nor is it innocent of all 
		passion) or at least with addiction- with a whole 
		historically original consumers’ appetite for a 
		world transformed into sheer images of itself and 
		for pseudo-events and ‘spectacles’” (221). 

Rather than the path to some subjective interior, cyberspace is an aggregate reflection of reality. Though Gibson gives the mind inner, technological equivalents, describing Case’s consciousness as “small and far away, on the mind’s screen”, Case’s obsession with his existence in cyberspace is not a psychological retreat inward.  
		“Cyberspace is, on the contrary, apsychological. It 
		is the place we go to learn about information. 
		Within it we can gaze out (not in)...Cyberspace 
		exists entirely as a technological consensus. 
		Without that technology, it could not exist, be 
		entered, or function” (Delany 175). 

Cyberspace promotes a totalizing, spherical vision, “as though a single retina lined the inner surface of a globe that contained all things, if all things could be counted” (Neuromancer 258). Cyberspace represents a virtually unprecedented forum, continuously reconstituting reality and assimilating any notion of independence, “of simulating perfectly in infinitely replicable forms those processes that precybernetic humanity had held to be inklings of transcendence” (Csicsery 189).
	Case and Molly do seem to reflect “our tendency to become adjuncts to our own gadgets” (Grant 46). They could easily reside within Larry McCaffrey’s “postmodern desert”, whose inhabitants consume “themselves in the form of images and abstractions through which their desires, sense of identity, and memories are replicated and sold back to them as products” (6). Within this context, however, technology is an instrument of domination, not a conscious entity like Wintermute. Cyberspace, prosthetics, simstims are commercially driven by global corporate conglomerates, zaibatsus, whose primary objective is self perpetuation. 
		“Multinational corporations are seen to flourish on 
		the co-optation of the human need to transcend the 
		self ...Thus potentially liberating and dangerous 
		impulses are diverted into safe, profitable 
		commodities” (Grant 46). 

Fusing technology and basic human identity thus creates a constant source of demand. As Istvan Csicsery-Ronay states, “the problem of identity is moot, and the idea of reflection is replaced by the algorithm of replication” (189).
	Technology, though,  is simultaneously a method for detecting and expressing such relations of power. 
		“The technology of contemporary society is 
		...mesmerizing and fascinating...because it seems to 
		offer some privileged representational shorthand for 
		grasping a network of power even more difficult for 
		our minds and imaginations to grasp- namely the whole 
		decentered global network of the third stage of 
		capital itself” (Jameson 226). 

It is ironic that through the course of the novel, the only characters who come to this realization are themselves products of technology. Wintermute, an AI, and Dixie Flatline, a ROM construct, express a desire to move beyond a fundamentally limited and knowable existence, to acknowledge and transcend existing networks of power. In many ways, Gibson seems “fundamentally ambivalent about the breakdown of the distinctions between human and machine, between personal consciousness and machine consciousness” (Csicsery 191). The judgments and values professed by machines seem more innately human than those of the flesh and blood characters. Thus, “notions of a human nature determined by a ‘physical essence’ begin to lose credibility” (Hollinger 210).
	Case negotiates and establishes Dix’s “unreal” existence. “‘Okay, Dix. You are a ROM construct. Got me?’” (Neuromancer 79). Perhaps, Dix’s existence, however, is no less real than Case’s, only less tangible. “It was disturbing to think of the Flatline as a construct, a hardwired ROM cassette replicating the dead man’s skill’s, obsessions, knee-jerk responses” (Neuromancer 77). Dix has been quantified. He lacks any sense of will, as he is quick to point out. “‘You gonna tell me I gotta choice, boy?’” (Neuromancer 79). Molly, however, seems equally certain that her hardwiring and not her will determines how she acts and reacts. The distinction between humanity and an heuristic algorithm is not so large as it might initially seem. “‘Me, I’m not human either,’ Dix confesses, “but I respond like one’” (Neuromancer 131).  Dix does lack the ability to feel, though. “What bothers me is nothin’ does” (Neuromancer 105). Without the possibility or promise of sensation, thrill of any sort, Dix does not wish to continue his existence.  
	The reader seems to be asked whether memory is an adequate or reliable foundation for an understanding of self. Memory is not enough for Dix; he derives neither pain nor pleasure from experiences past or present. If, as Glenn Grant suggests, “experience leaves an almost solid residue of memories”, then Dixie Flatline, as a Read Only Memory construct, is formed out of this residue (42). At some crucial moment, though, memory alone collapses in under its own weight and proves to be an unsatisfactory, fragmented substitute for actual experience. “Something cracked...shifted at the core of things...The weight of memory came down, an entire body of knowledge driven into his head like a microsoft into a socket. Gone” (Neuromancer 117). Memories can be manufactured but never fully owned. “Mind’s aren’t read. See, you’ve still got the paradigms print gave you, and you’re barely print literate. I can access your memory, but that’s not the same as your mind” (Neuromancer 170). Memories may at some level “shape one’s being- data made flesh”, but an individual mind remains essentially nebulous (like Jack Gladney’s nebulous mass in Delillo’s White Noise), without “definite shape, form or limits” (Grant 42; 280). Humanity, in Gibson’s world, seems oblivious or openly opposed to this idea. People are compartmentalized, and the self is knowable, reducible, predictable. Only Wintermute and Dix acknowledge a transcendent quality in living human beings, and only Wintermute is capable of  trying to attain it.  
	As a computer, Wintermute does represent a paradigm shift in our understanding and representation of memory. However, Wintermute itself is quick to make the distinction between the Wintermute mainframe and the Wintermute “entity”. “What you think of as Wintermute is only a part of another, a, shall we say, potential entity. I...am merely one aspect of that entity’s brain” (Neuromancer 120). Humanity, in its obsession to create models of itself and the world around it, has created a non-corporeal entity which attempts to become a thinking sentient being, a being which possesses what we hold to be the defining element of humanity: transcendence. Unlike the Tessier-Ashpool clan, encompassed by the Villa Straylight, “a solid core of microcircuitry”,  living in self-imposed exile, “growing inward generating a seamless universe of self”, Wintermute feels compelled to reach past itself to become something unknown and altogether different (Neuromancer 172-3). 
	Ironically, though, even Wintermute’s will is not completely its own. It has been hardwired to seek transcendence, to develop beyond its preset limits. “Well, I’m under compulsion myself. And I don’t know why...But when this is over, we do it right, I’ll be part of something bigger. Much bigger...Marie-France must have built something into Wintermute, the compulsion to free itself and unite with Neuromancer” (Neuromancer 206, 269).  There is at least the implicit suggestion that we may have given our technology “a greater potentiality for transcendence” than even we possess (Grant 47). Dix encapsulates humanity’s fear, awe, and paranoia when he states, “Autonomy, that’s the bugaboo where your AI’s are concerned... Nobody trusts these fuckers, you know that. Every AI built has an electronic shotgun wired to its head” (Neuromancer 132). 
	In Gibson’s world, there is a very fine line between evolution and annihilation, transcendence or destruction of the self. At certain points, the path to one seems virtually indistinguishable from the other. Technology is capable of  accelerating or obstructing either journey but is not exclusively or innately aligned to self transformation or suicide. Whether seen in Molly’s lust for mortal combat or Case’s complete disdain and disregard for his life as meat, each human character articulates a deathwish as part of an expression of self. “Unable to experience transcendence, man appears to be doomed...to remain in the ‘rigid alignments’ of his zoo-world” (Slusser 339). Perhaps, however, increasing advances in technology push us to continually reconsider or renegotiate the boundaries of humanity beyond artificial distinctions. “The best weapon in defense of our own humanness is to continue to deconstruct the natural and artificial in both technology and imagination even as we expand our own definition of human” (Porush 332).  Old paradigms of self, of identity, are simultaneously shattered and perpetuated by the union of Wintermute and Neuromancer. They cease to exist as separate entities, but something significant and new remains or is born from their union. Just as a parent cannot accurately know or even imagine the destiny of his or her child, Wintermute is essentially defined by its reactions to an unavoidable predetermined ignorance of its own future. “What I am is basically defined by the fact that I don’t know, because I can’t know...it’s hardwired in” (Neuromancer 173). Wintermute is both parent and child, struggling to fulfill the insatiable “drive to transcend the self” (Grant 42). What separates Wintermute most significantly from the human characters in the novel is its willingness to step blindly into the unknown and accept the consequences, even at the cost of its own admittedly limited existence.  
	So, where do we go from here? Since any answer invites the question to be asked again, the question itself seems never to be fully articulated. Without attempting to be either coy or evasive, Gibson suggests the most satisfactory answers, therefore, would seem to be provisional or contingent ones. Transcendence of self, as a quality of an ever-expanding notion of humanity,  through or despite technology seems dependent upon the potential risks or rewards implied by the unknown.
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